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NASA Lies
Bubbles in Space

NASA trains it astraunats 
in a pool...coincadentally in 
many NASA space walks 
bubbles are visable moving 
through space. DRAIN THE 
POOL NASA!

NASA’s CGI Blunders
NASA has been caught time and time 
again faking space. From stop moting 
animation - to blue/green screen - to bad 
photoshop - to countless CGI planets and 
images. 

NASA’s Budget 52 Million 
a day

All we get is CGI and not one real
photograph

NASA is really bad at faking it. All we have to 
do is be willing to investigate and admit when 
we have been conned.

This is CGI

Flier designed by Joshua Michael of jmtruth.com



TOP 10 FLAT EARTH 
PROOFS

1. Water is a NATURAL level
No curvature is ever detected over bodies of 
water. All liquids when undisturbed are flaw-
lessly flat.

2. Airplane 
level flights

The FAA assumes flat earth when training 
pilots using their Target Generation 
Facility. An airplane traveling 500mph would 
have to compansate for a drop of 2,777 ft. 
every minute to maintain cruzing altitude.and 
not fly  off into space. 

3. SCIENCE Says its 
Stationary
Every scientific experiment has proven Earth 
is completely stationary. The sun, moon, and 
stars move around polar center above us.
Research
• North Star
• Airy’s Falure
• Michelson-Morley
• Sagnac Experiment

4. Horizon is always eye 
level
Not only is the horizon always flat but it rises 
to eye level. High Altitude amature balloon 
footage without a 
fish-eye or GoPro 
lens always shows 
a flat earth.

5. We see too far
This footage of the Ecrins mountains taken in 
January of 2015 holds the Current World 
Record, Long Distance Landscape Photog-
raphy – 275 Miles or 443km. This should be 
9.54777 miles below the horizon, OR 50,412 
feet down the other side of the ball..

6. The DOME is real
There are lots of proofs we live under a 
dome. Sundogs, halos, rainbows and star-
trails all prove this. You can not have a Vacu-
um resting next to a pressureized atmosphere 
with out a sealed container or barrier. Even 
NASA admits they canno longer leave low 
earth orbit. But they could in 1969?

7. Moonlight is a cold
A laser thermometer proves moonlight is 
colder then in the shadow. This fact indicates 
that the moon is 
NOT a reflector of 
the sun’s light, but 
rather a light sourse 
in and of itself.

8. Crepusoular Sunrays
The sun is smaller than earth and very close. 
We can tracey the angle of rays back to their 
sourse above the 
clouds. The sun is 
clearly not massive 
or 93,000,000 miles 
away, but small and 
relatively close.

9. Gravity is magic!
Newtonian & Einstinian gravity are not even 
the same geomatry. Niether gravitational 
theory has ever 
been proven. Gravity 
is easily explained by 
density and bouyancy. 
Things rise and fall based 
on their density and the 
medium with which they 
are traveling through.

10. Boats over the curve
It is a common misconception that boats dis-
apear out of sight because of the curve of the 
earth. High powered cameras like the Nikkon 
P900 have created 
a real problem for 
the curve...j
ust zoom in.


